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	NAME: Kazleti
	DESCRIPTION: The Kazleti (Federation) are originally native to the planet Kazletzin in the Piavon Regalias Sector. They are completely hairless, instead they have folds of skin on their heads. They have light-purplish colored skin with mottled blemishes, mid-forehead & sides of their eyes which have large irises. They have made an art form out of the use of recycled & scrap materials. It is a point of pride among their artisans to transform the most stubborn & unyielding materials into something beautiful. As a result, even the most seemingly simple of works could have taken months to create, & the story of the piece's creation is considered as vital to the appreciation of the work as the piece itself. Names: During their great migration, it became common practice to identify individuals from the vessel they called home, rather than by clan or family. This tradition continued once they settled on Taithros, & their names take the form <Personal Name> of <Vessel of Origin>. The vessel names are matrilineal, passed down through the mother's side.
	ERA: TOS era and beyond
	Text Field 13: Nothing is immutable.
	Text Field 7: Control +1, Insight +1, Reason +1.
	Text Field 8: Their time spent in their armada has given them an unparalleled insight into starship design, & have become renowned as master shipwrights. The Jorarkos Institute of Technology is considered 1 of the most prestigious aerospace engineering schools in the Federation, & ships of Kazleti construction are famed for their elegance & beauty.
	TALENTS: Kazleti, or with GM's permission. 
	TALENT NAME 1: Eminent Engineering
	TALENT TEXT 1: Whenever you use the Engineering discipline, you gain an additional 1d20 for your rolls & reduce the difficulty by 1, to a minimum of 1. If successful, you gain 1 Momentum that can be used for the  Obtain information Momentum spend only. Bonus Momentum may not be saved.
	TALENT NAME 2: Artistic
	TALENT TEXT 2: Kazleki are artistic & an average citizen practices some form of artistic expression as a major part of their daily lifestyle. They gain 1d20 bonus to any Crafting tasks.
	TALENT NAME 3: 
	TALENT TEXT 3: 
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